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Outline 
• A general transformation to canonical form 
for potentials in pairwise interatomic 
interactions 
• Canonical potentials and spectra investigated 
strictly within the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation  




•  We introduced a generalized formulation of 
explicit transformations to investigate the 
concept of a canonical potential in both 
fundamental chemical and intermolecular 
bonding.  
• Specifically, accurately determined potentials of 
the diatomic molecules H2, H2+, HF, LiH, argon 
dimer, and one-dimensional dissociative 
coordinates in Ar-HBr, OC-HF, and OC-Cl2  are 
investigated throughout their bound potentials. 
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Advantages  
• The canonical approach is not a universal or reduced 
method, it is a force-base approach related to the 
work of Feynman (Phys. Rev. 1939, 56, 340). 
• We will demonstrate that this approach can give 
accurate prediction of equilibrium dissociation 
energies in weakly bound systems. 
• This approach also gives different perspective on the 
fundamental nature of bonding.  
•  Specifically, it has relevance to previous assertions that 
there is no very fundamental distinction between van der 
Waals bonding and covalent bonding (J. C. Slater, JCP, 



































E Rα( )− E Re( )
Rα − Re
Power-law distribution of the maximum attractive force, Fm 
Canonical Transformation, H2 
 
!Eα z( ) :=
E R( )− E Re( )
E Rα( )− E Re( )
z = R − ReRα − Re
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Lucchese et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 118, 6287 (2014). 
Walton et al. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 17, 14805 (2015).    




(a)  Canonical potential for: H2 (solid curve), HF (square),  
 H2+ (diamond), and LiH (circle). 
(b) Canonical potential for: H2 (solid curve), Ar2 (triangle), 
 OC-HF (square), Ar-HBr (diamond), and OC-Cl2 (circle). 
(a) (b) 
Average absolute deviation of 14 parts in 10+4. 
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Strongly Bound System Weakly Bound System 
H2 H2+ LiH HF 
De (cm-1) true 38293.017 22532.1 20286.8 49361.6 
De (cm-1) est 38322.8 22576.5 20306.5 49250.0 
% error 0.08 0.20 0.10 -0.23 
Re (Å) 0.7414 1.0582 1.595 0.917 
Fm (cm-1/Å) 37484.92 14266.71 11824.4 54453.9 
Rm (Å) 1.134 1.599 2.259 1.246 
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Strongly Bound System 
Ar2 Ar-HBr OC-HF OC-Cl2 
De (cm-1) true 99.5 175.99 1309.65 544.2 
De (cm-1) est 99.46 175.83 1313.78 546.8 
% error -0.04 -0.09 0.32 0.48 
Re (Å) 3.761 4.247 3.598 4.741 
Fm (cm-1/Å) 80.32 133.8 975.92 397.44 
Rm (Å) 4.166 4.632 3.998 5.233 
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Weakly Bound System 
Conclusions for Topic 1 
• Within an average absolute deviation of 14 parts 
in 10+4 there exists a canonical transformation for 
pairwise interatomic interactions considered. 
 
• The transformation applies to: 
• Intramolecular and intermolecular systems 
• Pairwise interactions with D0 covering the range 
85 to 89,592 cm-1. 
• Bonding categories from van der Waals, 




• A general transformation to canonical form for 
potentials in pairwise interatomic interactions 
• Canonical potentials and spectra 
investigated strictly within the            
Born-Oppenheimer approximation  
• Application of canonical approach to 
multidimensional systems 
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Canonical Potentials and Spectra Investigated 
Strictly within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation  
• Data for only the most accurate available 
ground electronic state pairwise interatomic 
potentials in H2, HD, D2, HeH+, and LiH are 
used. 
•  Pachucki, Phys. Rev. A 2010, 82, 032509 
•  Pachucki and Komasa, J. Chem. Phys. 2012, 137, 204314 
•  Holka et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2011, 134, 094306 
• The corresponding potentials are generated 
explicitly using parameters calculated with 
algebraic functions from that of the single 
canonical potential of the simplest molecule, 
H2+. 
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Vibrational Eigenvalues for H2  
ν Eν (cm-1) acc Eν  (cm-1) est acc-est (cm-1)  
0 -36112.633 -36112.145 -0.488 
1 -31949.289 -31948.673 -0.616 
2 -28021.560 -28021.430 -0.130 
3 -24324.589 -24324.261 -0.328 
4 -20855.342 -20854.993 -0.349 
5 -17612.843 -17612.980 0.137 
6 -14598.422 -14598.755 0.332 
7 -11816.088 -11815.856 -0.232 
8 -9273.098 -9273.249 0.151 
9 -6980.738 -6981.303 0.565 
10 -4955.400 -4955.309 -0.091 
11 -3220.155 -3220.577 0.421 
12 -1807.037 -1806.989 -0.048 
13 -760.448 -760.820 0.372 
14 -141.805 -141.605 -0.200 
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Vibrational Eigenvalues for HeH+ 
ν Eν (cm-1) acc Eν  (cm-1) est acc-est (cm-1)  
0 -14882.151 -14880.903 -1.249 
1 -11970.075 -11971.118 1.043 
2 -9364.908 -9366.728 1.819 
3 -7068.393 -7070.389 1.996 
4 -5085.441 -5085.236 -0.205 
5 -3424.209 -3424.315 0.106 
6 -2095.532 -2096.311 0.779 
7 -1110.278 -1112.130 1.853 
8 -470.244 -470.685 0.440 
9 -142.253 -143.127 0.874 
10 -25.811 -26.058 0.247 
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Vibrational Eigenvalues for LiH  
ν Eν (cm-1) acc Eν  (cm-1) est acc-est (cm-1)  
0 -19609.357 -19609.687 0.330 
1 -18248.327 -18249.064 0.737 
2 -16932.358 -16933.406 1.048 
3 -15660.523 -15661.439 0.915 
4 -14431.956 -14432.651 0.695 
5 -13245.890 -13246.356 0.467 
6 -12101.664 -12102.037 0.374 
7 -10998.746 -10999.114 0.369 
8 -9936.722 -9937.035 0.313 
9 -8915.375 -8915.761 0.387 
10 -7934.703 -7935.057 0.354 
11 -6994.975 -6995.054 0.080 
12 -6096.814 -6096.347 -0.467 
13 -5241.280 -5240.798 -0.482 
14 -4430.032 -4430.367 0.334 
15 -3665.481 -3666.258 0.778 
16 -2951.035 -2951.402 0.367 
17 -2291.386 -2291.336 -0.050 
18 -1692.892 -1693.458 0.565 
19 -1164.060 -1164.482 0.422 
20 -716.112 -716.282 0.170 
21 -363.122 -363.306 0.184 
22 -121.769 -121.839 0.070 
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Conclusion for Topic 2 
• Deviations are demonstrated to be less than  
2 cm-1 for all vibrational states in H2, HD, D2, 
HeH+, and LiH with an average standard 
deviation of 0.27 cm-1 for the 87 states 
considered. 
• This gives convincing evidence for the 
existence of the canonical approach. 
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Outline 
• A general transformation to canonical form for 
potentials in pairwise interatomic interactions 
• Canonical potentials and spectra investigated 
strictly within the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation  
• Application of canonical approach to 
multidimensional systems 
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Relative Error of ArHBr Surface 
 Canonical Approximation 
ArHBr 2-D Potential Surface: Canonical Approximation 
ArHBr 2-D Potential Surface -- Canonical Approximation
⇥
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ArHBr 2-D Potential Surface: True 
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